
Greek ‘myths’ (short for mythology!) are exciting and adventurous tales about Gods, heroes 

and magical creatures. There were many short moral stories in Greek mythology that have 

been told and retold for generations.  Some of these myths came together to form Greek 

epics such as The Iliad and The Odyssey. Each epic poem is packed with mighty battles and 

challenging journeys. The Iliad follows the challenges faced by Achilles and the eventual fall 

of Troy. The Odyssey details the misfortunes of brave Odysseus as he desperately tried to 

return home after his clever wooden horse wins the Greeks the Trojan War. 

Greek myths were created to: 

• Explain the physical world 

• Explain the nature of fate 

• Explain the ways of humans and nature 

• Justify and explain the origins of Greek values 

• To provide role models of good and evil 

The Ancient Greeks worshipped lots of different gods and goddesses; a huge pantheon of 

them! Each god or goddess was responsible for different aspects of life, and myths about 

them were a way for mortals to explain the things around them. Take a look at just 

some of the Gods below, many of whom featured in these Greek epic tales by 

Homer, alongside heroes and demi gods you might have heard of before. 

Myths and Epics 

Aphrodite—The Goddess of love and beauty    The gods were feasting on Mount 

Olympus and everyone was invited apart from Eris, the goddess of spite. Eris wasn’t pleased about 

being left out and came up with a plan to ruin the feast. She took a golden apple and wrote on it ‘ For 

the Fairest’, then rolled it into the banqueting hall. There was an uproar! 

Three goddesses, Hera, Athena and Aphrodite all claimed that the apple was for themselves. Zeus did not wish to offend 

them and refused to judge. Instead he gave the task to a mortal man called Paris, who was a prince of Troy. The 

goddesses all wanted the apple, each attempting to bribe Paris. Hera offered him the power to rule the world. Athena 

offered him wisdom and glory in battle. Aphrodite offered him the love of the most beautiful woman on earth.  

Paris chose Aphrodite, and she helped him to make Helen, the most beautiful woman ever, fall in love with him. But this 

love started a great war. Helen was already married to Menelaus, King of Sparta. When Paris and Helen 

eloped and returned home to Troy, Menelaus and his brother Agamemnon, gathered the armies of 

Greece and sailed for Troy to get her back—this is how the Trojan War began. 

Apollo—God of the sun, music, poetry, prophesy, plague & medicine 

Apollo fell in love with Cassandra, who was one of the Trojan princesses. She claimed to love 

him too, and promised to bear him a child if he gave her the gift of prophesy. But as soon as 

Apollo made her into a prophetess, she turned her back on him. Apollo grew angry and punished 

her, making it so that Cassandra’s gift would predict the future—but no-one would ever believe 

her. She later foresaw the deceptive Trojan Horse for what it truly was, but her family did not 

believe her. Apollo didn’t really stick to a side but he supported the Trojans who worshipped him; he 

plagued the Greek camps after Agamemnon offended him by taking the gods priestesses as spoils of war. 



Many chapters of the Trojan War epics are difficult to place historically. Several of the main 

characters are direct offspring of the gods and much of the action is decided by these 

spiteful deities. They take sides, Greeks vs Trojans, interfere in the matters of men. Lengthy 

sieges were recorded in the era, but even the strongest cities could only hold out for a few 

months, not 10 full years as in The Iliad. While archaeology at the site of Troy in Turkey 

revealed destruction of a small citadel, we believe that Homer was around 400 

years after this Bronze Age city fell… so he and other storytellers could only be 

inspired by myths and tales recounted again and again. 

Zeus and Hera—King and Queen of Mount Olympus     These two 

were always bickering at each other, but it was the humans that suffered because 

of them. Zeus was prone to changing himself into a variety of form to woo many 

ladies who weren’t his wife Hera. Myth tells us how he turned into a swan to father 

Helen of Troy and the twins Castor & Pollox (now better known as the constellation 

of Gemini) or a bull to win over another goddess who gave birth to King 

Minos. In the epics Zeus acts as overseer of fate rather than choosing a side, much to Hera’s upset; but steps 

in when Achilles’ mother the sea goddess Thetis, begs him to disable the Greeks in battle because of their 

disrespect to her son. Hera, still bitter after losing the golden apple because of Paris, was a strong patron of 

the Greeks. She later distracts her husband from his refereeing as Poseidon aids the Greek and even 

stops Zeus from saving his own (illegitimate) son Sarpedon who fought bravely with the Trojans. 

Poseidon—God of the sea     Though a supporter of the Greeks, he intervenes to save the 

Trojan hero, Aeneas just as he is about to be killed by Achilles. It is not his destiny. Rome is... it is 

actually in a much later Roman epic, The Aeneid, that we see flashbacks to the Trojan War. Here we 

learn of how Poseidon sent sea snakes to strangle the Trojan priest Laocoon and his sons after he spoke 

out, warning against accepting the gift of the Trojan horse.  Out of fear, the Trojans took this as a sign to accept the horse 

into the city, sealing their fate.  After the fall of the city, Odysseus’ hubris (pride) and arrogance and wild claims that he 

has single handily won the war with his clever horse, turned the gods against him and he was subsequently punished for 

another 10 years as he battled his way home. His journey across the seas were even harder after he killed Poseidon's 

giant son, the Cyclopes Polyphemus by blinding him and escaping his cave strapped to the bellies of his giant sheep! 

Myths & Epics... continued 

Scylla and Charybdis — Sea monsters in The Odyssey              On both sides of a 

narrow stretch of sea, monsters lie in wait. On one side, Scylla thrashes around her six snakelike 

heads, ready to crunch on passing sailors. On the other, Charybdis creates a deadly whirlpool. No 

person has ever faced these beasts and escaped unharmed. Now Odysseus, and his crew must 

pass them to get home. They edge around Charybdis’ spiralling sea, saving the ship from being 

swallowed whole. But Scylla swoops down and gobbles up six men. “Row!” Odysseus shouted, 

leading the rest of the crew past Scylla and out of the deadly channel. Having survived the 

dreaded beasts, Odysseus and his men continued their long journey.  

Greek mythology and epics didn’t just tell the stories of gods and goddesses and war, 

however. Human heroes such as Heracles and Odysseus performed daring feats against 

dangerous foes. Magical creatures, monsters and ‘hybrids’ (human-animal forms) also 

feature prominently in these tales, many becoming almost as well known as the gods and 

heroes who share their stories…. 

Was the Trojan War a Real War?   



Homer, The Bard 

This is NOT another story writing activity. This is your opportunity to tell your own truly 

epic tale! Maybe use your ‘Design a hero’ from earlier, or use our ‘Roll a Story’ worksheet. 

Take some time to write down your ideas & bullet point some notes, but NOT a full story!  

Practice & memorize, then when you feel ready, tell YOUR story to family & friends. It’s ok 

if you have to look at your notes but that’s the great thing about the Greek oral tradition, 

its YOUR story & you can make it up as you go along (your audience won’t know… shhh!).  Can you 

use any of the characteristics of oral storytelling to help you remember?  Rhythm/ 

Repetition?  

Think about your characters (gods, heroes & mortals) & how they interact together. Use 

our epic notes boxes to help you plan your story structure. Remember your performance 

will need a PLOT; beginning, middle and end. Consider these prompts; first/ next/ then/ 

last/ finally. Also consider how you will captivate your audience (throw in a dance and some 

movement for fun!). To make this activity easier try performing just a few short chapters at a 

time, then gather together again another day. But try to leave them on a cliff hanger! 

 

   ACTIVITY EXTENSION: Myths and epic tales about gods and heroes were so popular 

and well known after Homer that later in Greek history around the 5th century 

BC, professional performances in theatres were the best way to communicate 

these tales as well as new stories including comedies, tragedies and 

satyr plays. Find out more here! Actors used masks to portray 

different characters. Can you make some simple masks and 

props to help with your epic performance? Find a mask 

template below or design your own in the Greek style! 

Ancient Greeks Epics over three thousand years ago, were not originally 

written, but spoken. They were stories transmitted orally by traveling 

poets who had the creativity and the good memory to be able to sing 

thousands of lines and dozens of stories. They used patterns, reoccurring 

motifs and a type of rhythm to help them remember their tales.  

Epic poems like Homer’s Iliad and The Odyssey were performed in ‘meter’.  

More like a song with a beat, but with the epic length of a massive book!  

Oral stories passed from one generation to the next and storytellers were 

regarded as healers, spiritual guides, teachers, cultural secrets keepers and 

entertainers. Oral storytelling came in various forms including songs, poetry, 

chants and dance. We call this the ‘Greek Oral Tradition’ or ‘song culture’. 

Myths & Epics... continued 

ACTIVITY: Perform your own Greek Epic! 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zx67xnb


 
1st Roll 

Character 

2nd Roll 

Setting (When) 

3rd Roll 

Event or Problem 

4th Roll 

Setting (Where) 

 Achilles 
Saying goodbye 

to their loved 

ones 

Discussing 

strategy to attack 

the gate/ boats 

Mount Olympus 

 Aphrodite 
Drinking wine 

at a wedding 

feast 

Running away 
In King Priam’s 

Throne room 

 Zeus 
As a baby with 

their mother 

Challenging (roll for 

another character) to 

a duel 

On the banks of the 

river Styx in the 

underworld 

 
Helen of 

Troy 

Putting on 

armour and 

preparing for 

battle 

Receiving a gift 

from the gods 

Lost at sea after a 

great storm 

 Odysseus 
Watching the 

ships burn 

Being too 

prideful. Hubris 

will be their down 

fall 

Fighting (roll again for 

a new character) on the 

beaches of Troy 

 Hector 

Deciding (roll 

for a new 

character)’s 

change of fate 

Protecting their 

comrade in arms/ 

family/ friend/ 

loved one. 

Honouring the gods 

in the Temple of 

Apollo 

Roll a Greek Epic  Story 
Use these prompt to inspire your own epic performance, or retell The Fall of Troy.                 

Each time you roll, a different part of your story is revealed. 



ACTIVITY EXTENTION: Greek Mask for your own Epic performance! 



Beginning - First Next 

Middle  Then End -  Last / Finally 

Activity: Perform a Greek Epic - My epic note sheet! Use this space to write some notes for your 

own epic tale. Try using your own characters from the ‘Design a Hero’ and ‘Design a Monster’ activities; or try building your story with 
inspiration from our ‘Roll a Greek Epic’ game. Have fun putting on a show for friends and family. Remember its about storytelling, not writing... 

Consider: Throwing in a cliff hanger to keep them coming 

back for the next chapter/ performance! 

What problem does your hero/ character have? 

Conflict/ mood? Explore their back story... 

Resolution of the heroes problem. Remember to take a bow! 
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